
 

If you enjoy the challenge of dancing to an energetic beat, Just Dance 4 is a must-have game. Available for PlayStation 3, Wii, Xbox 360 and Kinect platforms, the latest installment in this popular franchise is well worth any money spent. The animations are slick and smooth for all dance styles—from break-dancing to waltzing—and it's hard not to have fun with this game. One added bonus that may
be worth mentioning is that the Wii version of Just Dance 4 includes downloadable access to an exclusive song by Katy Perry called "Last Friday Night." That alone may make it worth downloading the Wii version over other versions if you're not interested in other features or content included with different versions. If you're a fan of Katy Perry's music or want access to her exclusive song that's only
available with the Wii version of Just Dance 4, then that could be an added bonus as well. Some might find some of the songs to be a little bit "cheesy," but overall, they sound pretty good and are a lot of fun to dance along to. You can play by yourself or with up to six other friends and family members. You can also choose from “Just Dance” mode, where you just dance along with the song without
worrying about scoring points for your moves, or you can try out “Dance Battle” mode, which is where each player will compete against each other. Just Dance 4 is a dance video game and can be played with up to six people at the same time. Its gameplay is similar to Just Dance 3, but has new features added, including Battle mode. Battle mode allows up to four players to play against each other in a
“last man standing” format. If you should lose, you can tap your way back into the game at any time by placing your hand onto the Wii remote. This usually takes about ten seconds or so before being able to get back into the actual game. You are also able to change the difficulty settings for any song at any time by tapping on the screen of your Nintendo Wii U Gamepad controller during gameplay.
This makes it simple to make the game harder or easier depending on what you are comfortable with. Just Dance 4 also features a new mode called “Community Remix,” where players are able to create their own dances by selecting various parts of different songs that work well together. The end product is your very own video clip that you are able to share with other players around the world
through the Internet. This allows you to dance along with other Just Dance 4 players online who have similar tastes in music as yourself. The game also allows for people to choose specific songs that they think sound well together to base their Community Remix on. While Just Dance 4 may just be another installment in the popular dance game franchise, it does have a unique feature to offer. This
unique feature is the ability to choose the gender of your character, or avatar, which can either be male or female depending on which version you download. This will change the way you interact with other dancers who participate in Battle mode, as you will be playing against different characters each time. The voice acting for this game is pretty good and can keep your attention while playing Just
Dance 4.
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